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Hash Table Terminology

A typical hash table implementation consists of:

• an internal array. This is used to store (in some way or other) both
the key and the data value. If the key was not stored, then it would
be possible to retrieve data that was associated or stored against a
different key!

• a hash function. This is used to map the key to an array index or
address. This address may need to be trimed in some way to ensure
that it is a valid array index.

• a collision function. This is an algorithm that is used to resolve
address collisions (ie. situations where data already occupies the
position at which we wish to store some data).



What Makes a Good Hash Function

• Should be quick to compute

ie. minimize use of arithmetic operations such as ×,÷,√,etc

• Should minimize the number of (address) collisions

ie. choose a hash function that spreads out the data as evenly as
possible over the hash table



Example 1 Taking the first character of a string is a poor hash
function:

• data collects at approximately 26 locations (ie. we get clustering of
data)

• many data locations are not directly accessible by the hash function



Possible Hashing Strategies

Truncation

Here we simply ignore part of the index value or key

eg. we take the first character of a string

Folding

Data is split into a number of separate pieces which are then folded
together in some form or manner.



Example 2 The telephone number:

01484 472300

can be split into groups of:

• 4 digits (ie. 0148)

• 4 digits (ie. 4472)

• and 3 digits (ie. 300)

These groups could then be added together (ie. folding) and the result
truncated to obtain a value in the range 0− 999.

Adding these numbers together is an example of folding.

Thus, 0148 + 4472 + 300 = 4920, which when truncated yields 920.



Modular Arithmetic

Convert data into an integer (via some method - eg. truncation or
folding) and then divide the resulting integer by the tables size and use
the remainder as the index or address value

ie. calculate (data integer value) mod (table size)

Example 3 (01484472300) mod 1000 = 300



Address Collisions

How might we deal with address collisions?

This all depends on the memory management we choose to use!

Open Addressing - Explicit Memory Management

• data stored directly in the hash tables internal array

ie. amount of space for storing data is fixed at compile time

• each element of the array is a pair (the key and the data value)

• in a collision, we need to find another unoccupied data location (ie.
probing)

• the programmer has to explicitly perform their own memory
management (eg. locating unoccupied data locations)



Linear Probing

If a collision occurs, we simply move or search forwards in the array
until we locate the next free address

• we need to view our array as being circular

ie. calculate the next address modulo the array size

To retrieve data, we start at our index address, and then move forward
until we locate the data associated with our key



Quadratic Probing

This probing method works in a similar manner to linear probing.
However, we alter how we calculate the next address.

• with linear probing, the next address is always:

(currentAddress + 1) mod internalArraySize

• with quadratic probing, the nth address to be probed is:

(currentAddress + n2) mod internalArraySize

So, if our hash function were to generate the address addr, then with
linear probing we would probe the addresses:

addr + 0, addr + 1, addr + 2, addr + 3, etc.

whilst with quadratic probing we would probe the addresses:

addr + 02, addr + 12, addr + 22, addr + 32, etc.

This process is repeated (modulo the hash tables internal array size)
until we locate a free address. Should no free address be found, then the
data can not be added into the hash table, since it is full!

Retrieving data is similar to linear probing.



Linear Verses Quadratic Probing

• Linear probing tends to cluster data at certain points in the hash
table.

• Quadratic probing reduces this clustering (since it takes
progressively bigger leaps when probing).

• Linear probing often has lengthier searches for previously stored
data, simply due to this clustering property.



Chaining - Implicit Memory Management

• data is stored in a linked list

• each member of the linked list is a pair (the key and the data value)

• the hash tables internal array holds pointers to the heads of each
linked list (ie. we model hash tables as associative lists)

• in a collision, we simply add the colliding data to the colliding
positions linked list (eg. the end or head of the linked list)

• the compiler performs memory management (eg. by organising the
linked lists memory for us).

Retrieving data involves searching a linked list until we find the
required key.



Deleting Elements in a Hash Table

With chaining, this is simply a matter of removing an element from the
appropriate linked list.

However, with open addressing, we need to remove the appropriate
element from the hash tables internal array by marking it as garbage
and then performing garbage collection.



Example 4 Suppose that we have used linear probing (the same holds
true for the quadratic probing case) to store some data at the following
array indexes (see figure 2):

5, 6, 7, 8

This data is all stored against the same key (ie. address collisions have
occurred). Let us also assume that we wish to delete the data stored at
address 6.
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If we were to simply delete that array entry, then we may loose the data
stored at addresses 7 and 8 (since in a collision, the next address after
address 5 to be probed would be index 6, which would be null!).

So, we must mark the data at address 6 as being garbage.

Once data has been marked as garbage, we may then perform garbage
collection. This process simply removes data marked as garbage from the
table by moving non-garbage data into its place.


